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Did You Know...?

A common design error is to “save money” by
selecting non-isolated transmitters. It costs
far more to correct the problem later.

When in doubt – isolate!
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Figure 2. A signal isolator in the process loop blocks ground current to restore signal accuracy and reliability.

WWhhaatt  iiss  aa  GGrroouunndd  LLoooopp
In a process control loop, a ground loop circuit can develop when each device's ground is tied to a different earth poten-
tial thereby allowing current to flow between the grounds by way of the process loop (Figure 1). Ground loops cause prob-
lems by adding or subtracting current or voltage from the process loop. This addition and/or subtraction causes the receiv-
ing device to be unable to differentiate between the want-
ed and unwanted signals and thus can't accurately reflect
actual process signals.

The probability of multiple grounds and ground loops
being established is especially high when new program-
mable logic controllers (PLCs) or distributed control sys-
tems (DCSs) are installed. With so many conditions with-
in a facility referenced to ground, the likelihood of estab-
lishing more than one ground point is great. Thus, if an
instrumentation system seems to be acting strangely or
erratically, and the problem seems to point toward ground
loops, the chore of eliminating all unintended ground
connections becomes overwhelming.

Keep in mind that eliminating ground loops just isn't feasible for some instruments, such as thermocouples and some ana-
lyzers, because they require a ground to obtain accurate rate measurements. Also, some instruments must be grounded to
ensure personnel safety. When ground loops can't be eliminated the solution lies in the use of signal isolators. These
devices break the galvanic path (DC continuity) between all grounds while allowing the analog signal to continue through-
out the loop. An isolator also can eliminate the electrical noise of AC continuity (common mode voltage).

Signal isolators can use numerous techniques to achieve their function but the best signal isolators usually employ optical
isolators (Figure 2). Regardless of the isolation method used, an isolator must provide input, output, and power isolation.
If this three-way isolation is not provided, then an additional ground loop can develop between the isolator's power sup-
ply and the process input and/or output signal.

Figure 1. Ground loops may develop with nonisolated transmit-
ters and receivers, resulting in inaccuracy and unreliability.
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